
 
 

ENG 1301.11/1301.12: College Reading and Writing 

COURSE SYLLABUS: Fall 2014 

 

 

Instructor: Laura Cathrine 

Office Phone: 903-468-8121  

Office Hours: Mon 12-3/Tue 2-3/Thu 2-3 

Office Location: HL117  

Office Fax: 903-886-5980 

Email Address: lc.tamuc@gmail.com 

 

Class Meeting Times and Locations 

ENG 1301.11:     TR 12:30pm – 1:45pm    Location: HL302 

ENG 1301.12:     TR 11:00am – 12:15pm  Location: HL302 

 

PLEASE NOTE: This is a common syllabus used by graduate assistants teaching sections of 

this course.  

 

COURSE INFORMATION 

 

Materials – Textbooks, Readings, Supplementary Readings: 

 

Textbook(s) Required: 

 

Problem Posing:  Readings for Democratic Learning.  Eds. Mary Couzelis, J.D. Isip, and 

Tabetha Adkins.  Fountainhead Press, 2013.  

 

ENG 1301 Course Pack- available from your instructor and online: 

http://web.tamuc.edu/academics/colleges/humanitiesSocialSciencesArts/departments/literat

ureLanguages/firstYearWriting/informationForStudents.aspx 

 

Other readings will be made available to you either by your instructor or online. 

 

Paper and writing utensil. You will need this every time you come to class in order to 

complete in-class writing assignments and quizzes. 

 

Course Description: 

English 1301 - Introduces students to writing as an extended, complex, recursive process and 

prepares students for English 1302, which more rigorously examines the forms and structures of 

argument and means to approaching multiple audiences. In 1301 students will write weekly, and 

will work on essay organization and development. The course will emphasize close reading, 

summarizing, and analysis of expository texts, including student writing.  

 

Student Learning Outcomes: 

 

1.In written, oral, and/or visual communication, A&M-Commerce students will communicate 

in a manner appropriate to audience and occasion, with an evident message and 

organizational structure.   

http://web.tamuc.edu/academics/colleges/humanitiesSocialSciencesArts/departments/literatureLanguages/firstYearWriting/informationForStudents.aspx
http://web.tamuc.edu/academics/colleges/humanitiesSocialSciencesArts/departments/literatureLanguages/firstYearWriting/informationForStudents.aspx
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2.Students will be able to engage with peers in a way that demonstrates their understanding 

of relevant course theories and concepts. 

3. Students will demonstrate the ability to synthesize varied sources of information, 

acknowledge the contributions/insights of others, and make independent judgments. 

4. Students will understand and practice academic honesty. 

 

Core Objectives (Language, Philosophy & Culture): 

Critical Thinking Skills: Students will be able to form substantive and evidence‐ driven 

arguments to propose solutions to problems or explain phenomena. 

Critical Thinking Skills: Students will demonstrate the ability to synthesize varied sources of 

information, acknowledge the contributions/insights of others, and make independent judgments. 

Communication Skills: In written, oral, and/or visual communication, A&M‐ Commerce 

students will communicate in a manner appropriate to audience and occasion, with an evident 

message and organizational structure. 

Social Responsibility: Students will understand and practice academic honesty. 

Local learning outcomes: 

Communications: In written, oral, and/or visual communication, A&M‐ Commerce students will 

communicate in a manner appropriate to audience and occasion, with an evident message and 

organizational structure. 

This objective will be assessed by the instructor using a rubric upon each student's 

successful completion of at least four major writing assignments. 

Teamwork: Students will be able to engage with peers in a way that demonstrates their 

understanding of relevant course theories and concepts. 

This objective will be assessed by an evaluation of at least one essay or researched 

presentation from each student. Students will be responsible for reading and giving 

productive feedback to peers based on guidelines and/or a rubric provided by the 

instructor. Students revise work based on feedback received in peer review from one or 

more peers. 

Critical Thinking: Students will demonstrate the ability to synthesize varied sources of 

information, acknowledge the contributions/insights of others, and make independent judgments. 

This objective will be assessed by an evaluation of at least one essay, critical response 

paper, or researched presentation from each student. 

Social Responsibility: Students will describe the relationships of individuals to their 

communities. 

This objective will be assessed by an evaluation of at least one essay by each student. The 

essays will focus on specific readings and issues relevant to the course 
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Personal Responsibility: Students will understand and practice academic honesty. 

Following a unit that looks at the cultural, legal, and academic contexts surrounding 

plagiarism, students will take a quiz that determines if students have understood the 

content of the unit and why plagiarism is taken so seriously in academic contexts. 

COURSE REQUIREMENTS 

 

Instructional / Methods / Activities Assessments 

 

Major Writing Assignments (WAs):  

 

Unless otherwise stated, all writing assignments are to be typed and printed in black ink. 

Assignments are due at the beginning of class on the assigned due date. Margins should be set to 

the standard 1-inch on all sides and the font should be 12-point Times New Roman. 

 

PLEASE do not wait until the last minute on any part of your writing assignments. Expect the 

unexpected and prepare accordingly. Allow yourself enough time to accommodate for 

unforeseen issues. Printers are available to students in Gee Library and in The Writing Center 

located in HL103. Printing cost is 10 cents per page and must be paid for using your LeoCard. 

 

Late papers are not accepted except under the most extenuating circumstances. 

Procrastination is not an extenuating circumstance.  

 

The following outline for writing assignments is subject to change in order to incorporate 

learning needs. We will discuss all writing assignments in detail in class. You will have the 

opportunity to ask questions well in advance of the due date. 

 

WA1: What, How, and Why We Write Essay and Bibliography Outline – Due: Sept 25 

For your first writing assignment, you will construct a narrative essay about your own experience 

with writing. Use your own education, life experiences, etc. as background. Draw examples from 

those around you and discuss the importance of writing to you, to your life, to your education, 

etc. In your essay, explain your thoughts on what makes some writing “good” and whether or not 

good writing can be taught. This assignment should be 2-3 pages in length and should include at 

least 2 sources from your assigned reading list. This assignment will also include a "bibliography 

outline" which we will talk about in class. 

 

WA2: Argument and Perception Essay and Bibliography – Due: Oct 16 

For Writing Assignment Two, you will formulate an argumentative essay in which you will 

address a publicly debated topic in popular society. Because this topic allows for vast and 

numerous possibilities, we will discuss in class how to narrow your focus and apply different 

terms from the course to your writing. You should be prepared to discuss discourse community 

in your paper. This assignment should be 3-4 pages in length and should include at least 3 

sources.  You will also complete a correctly formatted Works Cited page to accompany your 

paper. 

 

WA3: Research/Analytical Essay and “Mini” Annotated Bibliography – Due: Nov 13 

For this assignment, you will write a research paper. We will discuss possible topics for this 

paper in class and you will incorporate the skills you learned while writing WA1 and WA2 to 
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complete this assignment. You will also complete a “mini” annotated bibliography to accompany 

your paper. (Don’t worry if you’ve never seen, constructed, or even heard of an annotated 

bibliography. We will walk through the process in class together.) This assignment will be 5-6 

pages in length and should include at least 4 scholarly sources. You may use your book as one 

source, but the others that you find on your own need to come from outside your assigned class 

readings. (We will discuss “Finding Scholarly Sources” early on in the semester so you will be 

better prepared for the research part of this assignment well in advance.) 

 

WA4: Digital Essay Assignment and Class Presentations –  
 Due Dates: Class Presentations – Dec 2 and 4, Final Essay Project: Dec 4 

 - Common assignment required for all 1301 sections. 

For this assignment, you will use the terms you learned in this course (such as discourse 

community, literacy sponsor, literacy, Burkean Parlor, CARS model, dialogue, rhetorical terms, 

etc.) and create a digital/photo essay illustrating your understanding of these themes.  

 

This essay should be comprised almost entirely of images you create and/or collect and must also 

include text that explains how the terms from the course apply to the images you select. 

Keep in mind that your images should help tell a story. Think about what stories involve: an 

argument, a beginning, a middle, an arc, and an end. In other words, you are using your 

images—a kind of rhetoric—to tell a story about a concept. 

 

This assignment can take many forms. We will look at examples, discuss possibilities, and iron 

out all the details of this final project in class. Also, as part of this assignment, you will present 

your essay/project to your classmates and select invited guests.  

Class presentations will be Week 15/Dec 2 and 4.   

 

In addition to submitting this essay/project to your instructor, you should also send a copy of this 

assignment to writingprogramTAMUC@gmail.com upon completion.  

 

Reading Responses: You will be required to write a number of reading responses to the material 

you are assigned to read. These responses should be thoughtful and analytical in scope and 

introspective in tone. Things to Consider: How does this material affect you? How does what 

you’ve read “sit” with you? How can you apply the material to your own life? How can you use 

what you’ve read to write about your own experiences? Ask yourself these and other questions 

about what you read. 

 

A thoughtful reading response is not a summary.  Keep in mind, I’ve read the material so a 

summary isn’t the idea here. Tell me your individual thoughts and analysis on the material. This 

is your chance to express original ideas when analyzing others’ work. Your reading responses 

can also help you to bring ideas into the conversation during class. Write out your ideas so you 

can share some of them with your classmates and me. If a reading response is unfamiliar to you, 

Don't Worry. We will look at examples of analytical responses in class and will discuss ways to 

approach the reading material beyond simply writing a plot summary. 

 

Attendance/Participation: Part of the learning process is communication and if you’re not in 

class, you’re not contributing to the ongoing discourse of the classroom. Class time is used to 

discuss the thoughts and questions you and your classmates may have about the reading material 

and assignments. The point in all of this is for you to THINK and to LEARN! In order to do so in 

mailto:writingprogramTAMUC@gmail.com
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a way that will prepare you for 1302, you have to be in your seat, ready to participate when class 

begins.   

 

Attendance and participation are key.  I expect all of you to contribute your ideas to the 

conversation and to listen and respond respectfully to me and to your classmates.  The idea isn’t 

for everyone to be right; it is for everyone to be heard.  So, read the material. Thoughtfully 

process what you’ve read. Write a reflective response when required. Then, come to class 

prepared to share your ideas and to listen to others’ with an open mind. Please note: Required 

student conferences are part of your Attendance/Participation grade. We will discuss attendance, 

participation, and conferences more in class.  

 

Quizzes/In-Class Writing: Unannounced quizzes and in-class writing assignments will be given 

throughout the semester. These assignments will cover the material you are to read before 

coming to that particular class meeting.  Quizzes and in-class writing will be given during the 

first 10-15 minutes of class and cannot be made up. If you must miss class due to extenuating 

circumstances, please speak to me. 

 

Writing Center Visits: During the semester, you will be required to visit the Writing Center at 

least four times (although I recommend visiting the Center more than that). In order to receive 

credit for these visits, you must submit written proof of your visits, in the form of the “yellow” 

sheet signed by a Writing Center employee, which must be attached to two of the three major 

Writing Assignments. We will talk more about this in class. 

 

We will take a class tour of The Writing Center during the second week of class in order to 

address any questions you may have about location, appointments, etc.  

 

GRADING 

 

Here is a breakdown of how your grade will be calculated and the grading scale that explains 

how your score will translate to a final letter-grade at the end of the semester:  

 

Assignment Weight by Percentage:      Grading Scale: 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Attendance/Participation 15% 

Quizzes/In-Class 

Writing 15% 

Writing Center Visits 10% 

Reading Responses 15% 

WA1 10% 

WA2 10% 

WA3 10% 

WA4 15% 

 

Total 100% 
 

90-100 A 

89-80 B 

79-70 C 

69-60 D 

59 and below F 
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During the semester, if you are concerned about your participation grade or have a question 

about how you are doing in the class, please make an appointment with me to discuss any grades 

that have been recorded up to that point. 

 

We will discuss the topics of make-up work, dropped quiz grades, and extra credit in class.  

 

TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS 

 

You will need:  

 

•   Flash drive or other means (dropbox.com account, for example) of storing digital 

versions of the essays and other written material you generate. (Always, always keep a 

backup of everything you turn in!) 

 

•   A valid, working email address that you check every day 

 

•   Regular internet access (Additional readings available online.) 

 

•   Access to a computer with a word processing program and a printer (Assignments 

must be typed and printed)  

 

•   Ability to print 30-50 pages throughout the semester (This includes funds, ink, paper, 

etc.)  

 

•   Many teachers require students to access a Learning Studio (formerly known as 

eCollege) course shell for supplemental course information 

 

ACCESS AND NAVIGATION  

 

Some texts for this course exist exclusively online, so you must have Internet access to read 

and/or view these texts.  

 

COMMUNICATION AND SUPPORT 

 

Interaction with Instructor Statement: 

 

 Please contact your instructor with any questions you may have.  Your instructor’s 

communication preference is e-mail, and her email address is: lc.tamuc@gmail.com. 

 

 Also, each instructor in the department of literature and languages is required to keep at 

least three office hours per course per week. Your instructor’s office hours are listed at the 

beginning of this document.  

Grievance Procedure:  

Students who have concerns about their writing course or instructors should speak first to 

the instructor about those concerns. If the student is unsatisfied with the outcome of that 

conversation, the next person in the chain of command is the Director of the First-Year 
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Writing Program, Dr. Tabetha Adkins. Students should contact her via e-mail at 

Tabetha.Adkins@tamuc.edu 

 

 See this website for details about these policies:  

http://www.tamuc.edu/academics/colleges/humanitiesSocialSciencesArts/departments/liter

atureLanguages/firstYearWriting/informationForStudents.aspx 

 

COURSE AND UNIVERSITY PROCEDURES/POLICIES 

 

Course Specific Procedures: 

 

Attendance Policy 

 

For classes that meet twice per week, students may miss up to four times without penalty.  

After the fifth absence, the student’s final grade will drop by one letter. 

 After the seventh absence, the student cannot pass the course. 

 

There is no such thing as “partial attendance”—students are either present for the entire 

course or they are absent.   

Excessive tardiness can be penalized as an absence.  Class times are clearly posted. 

Coming in late/leaving early disrupts the entire classroom. Please be respectful of 

your classmates and your instructor by being on time and ready to begin when class 

starts. 

The university has no policy for “excused absences” except for university sanctioned 

events, so please save your absences for illness, court appearances, child care 

arrangements, and other situations when you must miss class.  

 

Academic Honesty  

 

 The official departmental policy: “Instructors in the Department of Literature and 

Languages do not tolerate plagiarism and other forms of academic dishonesty. Instructors 

uphold and support the highest academic standards, and students are expected to do 

likewise. Penalties for students guilty of academic dishonesty include disciplinary 

probation, suspension, and expulsion” (Texas A&M University-Commerce Code of 

Student Conduct 5.b [1,2,3]). 

 

 If you ever have any questions about a particular use of a source, always ask your 

instructor. She wants you to avoid plagiarism, too, so she will help you do so whenever and 

wherever she can. Do what you can to take advantage of this support—to look innocent in 

addition to being innocent when it comes to charges of plagiarism. 

 

Students guilty of academic dishonesty of plagiarism can expect to fail the assignment in 

question or the entire course depending on the nature of the incident.  For more 

information, you may consult the Writing at Texas A&M University-Commerce Guide, 

which you may request to borrow from your instructor.  

 

 

 

mailto:Tabetha.Adkins@tamuc.edu
http://www.tamuc.edu/academics/colleges/humanitiesSocialSciencesArts/departments/literatureLanguages/firstYearWriting/informationForStudents.aspx
http://www.tamuc.edu/academics/colleges/humanitiesSocialSciencesArts/departments/literatureLanguages/firstYearWriting/informationForStudents.aspx
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On University-Sanctioned Activities  

 

To accommodate students who participate in university-sanctioned activities, the First-

Year Composition Program offers sections of this course at various times of the day and 

week. If you think that this course may conflict with a university-sanctioned activity in 

which you are involved--athletics, band, theater, etc.--please see your instructor after 

class on the first day.  

 

Late-Work Policy 

 

 Due dates for assignments are posted in the syllabus for this class. Assignments are due at 

the beginning of class. You should assume that any assignment not turned in at the 

beginning of class the day it is due will receive a zero.  

 

 Extenuating circumstances that warrant an extension on any assignment are something I do 

not wish on anyone. However, we all encounter things beyond our control at times. So, 

please come see me if you have an issue that prevents you from turning in an assignment 

the day it is due.  Please Note: If you know you will miss class ahead of time, it is expected 

that any assignment due the day you will be out will be turned in before the class meets.  

Contact me to arrange submitting any assignment before the due date.  

 

 I cannot stress to you enough the importance of preparing ahead in case you encounter any 

unforeseen issues.  

 

University Specific Procedures: 

Statement on behalf of students with disabilities 

The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) is a federal anti-discrimination statute that 

provides comprehensive civil rights protection for persons with disabilities.  Among other 

things, this legislation requires that all students with disabilities be guaranteed a learning 

environment that provides for reasonable accommodation of their disabilities. 

 

If you have a disability requiring an accommodation, please contact: 

  

Office of Student Disability Resources and Services 

Texas A&M University-Commerce 

Gee Library 132 

Phone (903) 886-5150 or (903) 886-5835 

Fax (903) 468-8148 

StudentDisabilityServices@tamuc.edu 

Student Disability Resources & Services 

 

 

Student Conduct  

 

All students enrolled at the University shall follow the tenets of common decency and 

acceptable behavior conducive to a positive learning environment.  (See Code of Student 

Conduct from Student Guide Handbook). 

mailto:StudentDisabilityServices@tamu-commerce.edu
http://web.tamu-commerce.edu/studentLife/campusServices/studentDisabilityResourcesAndServices/
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COURSE OUTLINE / CALENDAR 

 

This calendar will change in order to accommodate learning needs. We will discuss assigned 

readings, specifics about writing assignments, and class discussion changes in class. 

 

Week 1 

August 26 and 28 

 

Tuesday 

Introductions – Me, You, The Class, The Syllabus, The Work 

Load, The Building, etc. 

 

Read for next class:  

Syllabus (again) 

Course Pack 

Introduction (4-11) 

Problem Posing 

Plagiarism (1-4) 

Wikipedia Founder… (489) 

Superman and Me (41-43) 

 

Thursday 

Class Discussion: Plagiarism - How to avoid it, why it's such a 

big deal... 

 

Read for Next Class:  

Problem Posing 

Top Ten Grammar Myths (240-241) 

Shitty First Drafts (297-300) 

Bad Comma (329-334) 

50 Years of Stupid Grammar Advice (429-434) 

 

Week 2 

September 2 and 4 

 

Tuesday 

Reading Response #1 Due 

Class Discussion: "All That Grammar Stuff", Writing for 

Writing's Sake... 

 Writing Center Introduction and Tour 

(Last fifteen minutes of class) 

 

Read for Next Class: 

Course Pack 

The Learning Process (63-65) 

Problem Posing 

Rhetoric (6-38) 

 

Thursday 

Class Discussion: Rhetoric 

 

Read for Next Class: 

Course Pack 

Writing and Discourse Communities (12-15) 
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Problem Posing 

Drafting U.S. Literacies (121-139) 

Sponsors of Literacy (140-161) 

Studies Explore Whether the Internet… (275-279) 

 

Week 3 

September 9 and 11 

Tuesday 

No Class Meeting 

Required Student Conferences 

 

Thursday 

No Class Meeting 

Required Student Conferences 

 

Week 4 

September 16 and 18 

 

 

 Tuesday 

Reading Response #2 Due 

Class Discussion: Discourse Communities, Literacy 

 

Read for Next Class: 

Course Pack 

The Democratic Classroom (16-19) 

Problem Posing 

What Should Colleges Teach? Part 1 (231)  

What Should Colleges Teach? Part 3 (235) 

 

Thursday 

First Draft of WA1 Due 

Class Discussion: Peer Review, Making Revisions, What the 

Writing Center Can Do for You 

 

 Week 5 

September 23 and 25 

 

 

Tuesday 

FINAL DRAFT of WA1 with Bibliography "Outline" Due  

Class Discussion: Classroom Democracy, "Why Do I Have to 

Take This Class?" 

 

Read for Next Class: 

Problem Posing 

Becoming a Writer (194-195) 

What Writing Is (294-296) 

Learning to Read (304-311) 

Blue-Collar Brilliance (442-448) 

Mother Tongue (451-455) 

 

Thursday 

Reading Response #3 Due 

Class Discussion: TBA 

 

Read for Next Class: 

Problem Posing 
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Freshman Composition as a Middle-Class Enterprise (98-120) 

Week 6 

September 30 and October 2 

 

 

Tuesday 

Class Discussion: TBA 

Read for Next Class: TBA 

 

Thursday 

Reading Response #4 Due 

Class Discussion: TBA 

Read for Next Class: TBA 

 

Week 7 

October 7 and 9 

 

Tuesday 

Class Discussion: Finding Scholarly Sources/TBA 

Read for Next Class: TBA 

 

Thursday 

First Draft of WA2 Due 

 Peer Review, Revisions… 

Have You Been to the Writing Center? 

 

Week 8 

October 14 and 16 

 

 

Tuesday 

Class Discussion: TBA 

Read for Next Class: TBA 

 

Thursday 

FINAL DRAFT of WA2 with Bibliography Due  

 

Week 9 

October 21 and 23 

 

 

Tuesday 

No Class Meeting 

Required Student Conferences 

 

Thursday 

No Class Meeting 

Required Student Conferences 

 

Week 10 

October 28 and 30 

Tuesday 

Reading Response #5 Due 

Class Discussion: TBA 

Read for Next Class: TBA 

 

Thursday 

 Class Discussion: TBA 

Read for Next Class: TBA 

 

Week 11 

November 4 and 6 

Tuesday 

First Draft of WA3 Due 

Class Discussion: Peer Review, Making Revisions, Sources 

and Scholarship… 

Read for Next Class: TBA 
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Thursday 

Class Discussion: TBA 

Read for Next Class: TBA 

 

Week 12 

November 11 and 13 

Tuesday 

FINAL DRAFT of WA3 Due 

(with “mini” annotated bibliography) 

Class Discussion: TBA 

Read for Next Class: TBA 

 

Thursday 

No Class Meeting 

Go to the Writing Center to work on WA4 

*This is part of your attendance/participation grade and you 

must have a “yellow” sheet dated November 10-14 so make an 

appointment in order to secure a spot!* 

 

Week 13 

November 18 and 20 

Tuesday 

Reading Response #6 Due 

 Class Discussion: TBA 

Read for Next Class: TBA 

 

Thursday 

Class Discussion: TBA 

Read for Next Class: TBA 

 

Week 14 

November 25 and 27 

Thanksgiving Week- 

University closes  

Wednesday at noon 

Tuesday 

Outline of WA4 Due 

Class Discussion: TBA 

Read for Next Class: TBA 

 

Thursday 

No Class Meeting – Thanksgiving Holiday 

 

Week 15 

December 2 and 4 

Tuesday 

Class Presentations 

 

Thursday 

Class Presentations 

FINAL WA4 Essay/Project Due 

Week 16 

December 9 and 11 

 

Tuesday 

FINALS WEEK 

No Class Meeting  

 

Thursday 

HAVE A GREAT HOLIDAY BREAK! 
 


